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Beyond Sight Words Activities - N2

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Activities to help children:
• study 59 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly

• learn hundreds of related words
• learn to write the words by heart

• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling patterns

• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!

by Sarah Major
the right-brained teacher

A Companion to SnapWords® Nouns2
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is PURPLE to coordinate with our SnapWords® List N2 octopus theme. The SnapWords® covered in 

this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List N2.

• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we had more 

words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went on because the 

other words were displayed! 

• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents). ** As you write the additional 

words, write them in a column so that the sound spellings they have in common line up and form a pattern.

• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, turn the card over and show the plain 

font version of the word. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing all the words at once. 

This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.

• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.

• Next, complete the comprehension activities.

• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained learners 

will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be stronger in whole word 

activities, so please don’t stress over this part! Do encourage children to listen to the sounds they hear in the words.

• Branch out into the word wall games.

• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have learned in a 

meaningful way.

• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see how 

frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.

• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they have 

learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 

correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of strength, 

where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.

• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and charts on a 

clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.

• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.

• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Beyond Sight Words Activities N2, Section 1 teaches SnapWords® “BUS, DAD, FACT, FISH, HILL, JOB, KIDS, LAND, 

LIST, MOM, PAST, SHIP.” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spelling in this section is SH. 

Word families in this section include: --US, -AD, -CT, -ILL, -OB, -IDS, -ND, -IST, -OM, -AST, -IP.

Beyond Sight Words Activities N2, Section 2 teaches SnapWords® “BABY, BIKE, BODY, CLASS, GAME, IDEA, LADY, 

LUNCH, LIFE, LINE, PLACE, SKY,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this section 

include I-E, A-E, CE /S/. Word families in this section include: -BY, -SS, -EA, -DY, -NCH, -Y. 

Beyond Sight Words Activities N2, Section 3 teaches SnapWords® “BOAT, BOOT, DINNER, DREAM, FAMILY, FEET, 

MOON, SEA, SPACE, STATE, STUFF, TIME,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in 

this section include OA /long O/, OO, EA /long E/, A-E, CE /S/. Word families in this section include: -OAT, -NER, -EAM, -ILY, 

-ACE, -EA /long E/, -OON, -UFF, -ATE, -IME.

Beyond Sight Words Activities N2, Section 4 teaches SnapWords® “AIR, FIELD, HOUR, PARK, PARTY, SPRING, 

STORY, SUMMER, THINGS, WEEK, WINTER, YARD,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound 

spellings in this section include AI, IE /long E/, OU /ow/, AR, OR, EE, ER. Word families in this section include: -AIR, -OUR, 

-ARK, -ING, -MMER, -EEK, -TER.

Beyond Sight Words Activities N2, Section 5 teaches SnapWords® “EARTH, FARE, GROUP, HEART, NOTHING, 

NUMBER, PERSON, PICTURE, PROBLEM, REASON, TROUBLE,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. 

Sound spellings in this section include EAR /ER/, ARE /AIR/, OU /OO/, EAR /AR/, ER, TURE, EA /long E/, OU /uh/. Word 

families in this section include: -ARE, -BER, -SON, -TURE, -EM.

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “BUS”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for BUS. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. The back of the b becomes the windshield and frames the face of the first child on the bus. This word is very 
easy to sound out - the primary challenge for some children might be to not reverse the b. Studying the picture will help 
with this.

Follow the routine next: Do the body motion from the back of the card, read the sentence, close eyes and do 
visualization (see the word in ones mind), and practice writing the word on whiteboards.

Write BUS on your whiteboard. Add: “bus, plus, pus, thus.”   ** In this section of the Lessons, always write the words in a 
column so children will be able to see the sound spelling the words have in common.

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I see a bus plus some kids.”

bus

HOW TO TEACH “DAD”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for DAD. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This word is also very easy to read and write. Notice the two d’s are the dads and they are “twins.” The a is just 
like them except for the missing tall part of the letter d.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write DAD on your whiteboard and add: “bad, fad, had, lad, mad, pad, sad, tad, clad, glad.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “Dad was glad to have a pad!” 

dad

HOW TO TEACH “FACT”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for FACT. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see.  The letter t is a teacher who is writing a fact on the blackboard while the student (letter a) watches. This word 
can be sounded out, but studying the picture will bypass the need to sound it out.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write FACT on your whiteboard and add: “act, pact, tact, tract.”

Sample sentences: “We made a pact to act with tact.”

fact
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HOW TO TEACH “FISH”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for FISH. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on 
what they see. Our girl just caught a fish and she looks as surprised as the fish! The only part of this word that isn’t 
straightforward is the digraph sh.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write FISH on your whiteboard and add: “dish, wish, swish.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I wish I had a fish in my dish.”

fish

HOW TO TEACH “HILL”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for HILL. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. The letters are lying down on a hill. The i is right on the road while the tall letters are on either side of it. The 
only spelling trick is the double l.
 
Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write HILL on your whiteboard and add: “bill, dill, fill, gill, Jill, kill, mill, pill, quill, rill, sill, till, will, chill, drill, frill, grill, skill, 
spill, still, swill, thrill, trill, twill.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “Bill has a mill on the hill.”

hill

HOW TO TEACH “JOB”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for JOB. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This picture is very interesting! The j is a lady who is cleaning the toilet (the o) and the b at the end is holding 
all her cleaning supplies.

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write JOB on your whiteboard and add: “cob, fob, gob, knob, lob, mob, rob, sob, blob, glob, slob, snob.”

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I will not sob over my job!”

job


